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Rejection of #1. In case you're a beginner looking to build to start playing, keep in mind: it's not really the class you want, mainly because of the equipment used (there are at least two must-have items - weapons with clean Vitality damage and headgear with 2 Vitality RRs like lvl94). Well, you can get a pure Vit twohander even while in
normal, but it's MIs (i.e. a rare drop), so you'll have to either grind for it, or visit the trader inside Steps of Torment (rogue-like dungeon call) which isn't exactly a piece of cake for a beginner. Also, you don't get that good green items - if Lucky is your nickname, hehe. Rejection of #2. In case you think the real build should be purple only (or
maybe with small pieces of blue), either stop reading immediately and don't waste your time, or don't blame me! As the melee Vitality Ritualist has next to the not worthy of the legendary (decent - lots of flat vitality, ADCtH, armor and health), this assembly is designed to display the power of green (or rather, the power of Dread Lord).
Rejection of #3. If your Cruzible motto is the ultimate challenge and best build a landmark, then stop reading as well. I don't really like Crucible, so this build is designed and implemented as a killer boss in the first place... best or maybe second best (after Vindicator) boss killer, depending on the actual superboss. Well, it can handle
Crucible too, but it doesn't show any exceptional performance out there. Main build: the end of the main campaign and dungeon. -'gt; Grimtools zlt's and con's: Huge damage from one target - like the great leech of life: nearly 600 flat Vitality (weapon included), 2635% Vitality (3104% with procs included), up to the attack rate cap (with
procs, again) and (most important part) to 180% total Vitality RR. Pretty durable because of this high damage - 38% of the life of the leech 2-3 RRs to the life of the leech; also can not be oneshotted because of decent l.s. Any hits damage (suporboss hits included), any crits, physical, magical, whatever - get recovered after 1-2 successful
hits. Easy to play: you can faceroll on the ability (almost what I usually do) because it's enough to reuse them once the cool is over; You just have to learn to press Roy once after you successfully run any other 5s-cd ability (I use it after Ill Omen, for example). There are hardly any classes easier to play than this one - except, of course,
the physical Warder and Death Knight. Eq, as I said before: you have to use Stasher to get it. However, experienced hoarders can make up something pretty close without double rare greens using more common items such as attack, Health, etc. Build can survive 3 times reduced damage, can survive a 50% fumble or insane double RRs
(flat percentage), while two of them at the same time can be fatal No, as I'll show later). All three at the same time mean almost certain death as the incoming DPS becomes larger than life leeches per second, and there are no other means of tanks. Thank goodness, this situation is almost impossible in the campaign (unless you lure
Alexander to a meeting with GravaThul, for example). The gameplay requires some handmade skills as you have to hit something non-stop to survive. However, it's not a big problem for me, so it should be easy enough for 95% of other players. However, the main campaign and dungeons are not exactly the best way to demonstrate this
build potential: superbosses are (they are the reason why I started this build at all). So... Specialized #1 build: Ravager. --- I donated everything in the name of dps here because Ravager has no control and I can leeches heal any incoming damage, even during enrage. However, Ravager is not the best test subject for this build because
of its 139% Vitality resistance. Here's the best (main purpose of this build): Specialized build #2: Avatar. The fastest absolute solokill avatar I've seen before was 4:40. --- Well, no more than 2:12 from now on. To be honest, the time difference is insane here (the worst attempt takes 3:03), since it depends on placing your pets - the trick is
to never let him tank you with his cannonfodder. Maybe some Vindicator can still do it faster, but I'm not quite sure considering Avatar 131% Lightning resist. Specialized assemblage #3: Crucible (4 buffs, no banners, faction elixir only) - video ---- Grimtools zlt; yes, I know that 11 minutes is not any achievement. There are two main
problems with this build in Crucible: first, the fact that Ill Omen (RR and DR at the same time) is also fear included (hard fear, as opposed to a mutator given to war soldiers Cry); secondly, half of the RRs (Swarm, Rattosh and Mask) is almost single-target. The first part is not a problem in the campaign: if some garbage crowd ran, it can be
considered happy and ignored ... but it doesn't work in Crucible. This, by the way, is one of the reasons why I don't really like this mod/addon. But anyway! My point was: if this assembly can survive the arena - then it should survive everything else as well. Okey, so now we can all unlock the murder of Mordrogen achivement Great job!
Last time I tried to be polite, but this time I'll just say: it's build right up to the trash level. Even ignoring the OP's obsession with killing celestials, four double rare MI items and an 11-minute crucible? At the dual RR class? Loyalty to the map is bad as well. Not Taking the Blood Knight Vitality's melee build? What is it, 1.0.3.1? 3 Sacred
blows out of 10, sorry. EDIT: Terribly sorry, not noticed to build is missing the Soul Harvest. 1.5 Sacred Strikes out of 10. EDIT2: Damn, I'm sorry, but again, not seen Build has no Bloody Pact. Gotta removed all Sacred Strikes from my previous rankings. EDIT3: So someone at Discord noticed that Crucible Run is also sponsored by Big
Pharma apparently, meaning that OP is used as 5 consumables. But no negative ratings in Sacred Strike rating systems, the OP takes its position with currently 0 sacred blows out of 10. EDIT4: No necro WPS, is there? Oh well, op is too good to keep it to build a ranking on a constant number. 1 As a non-necro wps, no blood pact and
shower is not Manticore or Reaper Spirit for 1st Type RR It's such a sad display. Crucible setup is a big pile of bugs. Elitism is strong in this thread, holy shit ... Just to clarify one thing... failure #3 where it is for REASON. This build is not a Crucible build, it wasn't designed and implemented as a Crucible build, I don't like Crucible in
general, so I don't care, even that's a lot about the comments regarding Crucible. Sorry in advance, guys though, as soon as someone beats me on the boss killing #3 (with the video) using some other melee Ritualist build, and decides to comment on my installation of qgt;lt; I'll be all ears. The Witcher: Just to clarify one thing... Sorry in
advance, guys though, as soon as someone hits me on the boss killing (with the video), using some other melee Ritualist build, and decides to comment on my setup, I'll be all ears. Well you've placed a cruciform setup that clearly has a lot of runes to improve, and people have given suggestions, that's all. This is not about super-boss
builds. If you do not like and take care of the cruciform then it is better to dodge all the roasting, not after the cruciform assembly of Belzak: elitism is strong in this thread, holy shit ... It's not about the elitism or toxicity of the community. If instead of 1.0.6.1 Absolute God you will be heavenly Killer Best Build ever all other build can suck it D
... OP decided on something like Hey, I did this build. What do you think? I bet the check-in would have been much better. And the teddy bear rainbow heart board will jump out even Mad_lee a person's chest. By the way, I tried to do a similar thing by combining Blood Knight with Wildblood, but couldn't crack it. It's a shoulder slot, no
speed attack, a poor CD on the dice of the crop, no skill points... Then I tried Death's Reach, but the speed of the attack went to an even deeper hell. Can someone maybe post a link to an assembly or theorycraft on how to do it right? I mean 2h vit ritualist with steroid BH and wildness to fill the holes? Damn good work on Moggy, OP.
Crate should allow us to fight it more than once for difficulties. It's not fair when we can hit Ravager several times, but not with Heck, I'm actually impressed you managed to beat the could and ruiner in that time frame. The amount of adcth reminds me of the life of the leech D2 x1x1x1x2: Well you placed a cruciform setup that clearly has a
lot of runes to improve, and people have given suggestions, that's all. This is not about super-boss builds. If you don't like and care about cruci then better dodge all the roasting and don't you post the cruci build to be honest, I just don't know where the overall limit is to build a change (i.e. where the difference between specialized version
is the same build and totally different build). In my specialized variations I tried to maintain the same skill and dedication setup (re-selecting almost a few stars and skill points), while replacing a few greens with other (sic) greens and retaining the same building legends. I don't know if I added 3 new skills and retooled my character with The
Blood Knight - it would be a whole new build, wouldn't it? Or rather, well, a completely general build, which many people tried before me (just maybe with a few variations). Anyway, I repeat: I posted a Cruci video just to demonstrate the tank/survival ability of my assembly, not to demonstrate my strength in the arena. You know, most
builds are either powerful against one goal and weak against the crowd (melee builds), or vice versa (AoE caster builds). It's called balance, and it's a good thing. Well, my main melee build/singletarget, so what did you expect? Hehe Mercymaker: Well gosh, I actually impressed you managed to beat the mog and ravager in that time. The
amount adcth reminds me of the life of the leeches D2 Yes, I played d2 (and TK too, while we're at it), and the vampire builds my choices in most games ever since I was so happy when they added vampire sets to The Witcher II, for example! ya1: It's not about elitism or community being toxic. If instead of 1.0.6.1 Absolute God you will be
heavenly Killer Best Build ever all other build can suck it D ... OP decided on something like Hey, I did this build. What do you think? I bet the check-in would have been much better. Care to indicate where the OP made any of these claims? Because I'm not saying he's scolding other people's builds on this position. In fact, he even had a
video in support of its creation and made it very clear that its build is not aimed at Crucible. Bezzak: Do you want to point out where the OP made any of these claims? Because I'm not saying he's scolding other people's builds on this position. In fact, he even had a video in support of its creation and made it very clear that its build is not
aimed at Crucible. This hype started here. Enjoy. (1.0.6.1) Spellbinder, Bane of Celestials Yes, I'm open to But! take them, I need any of two things: a) the gouler must bring some solid math, math, It is a language that I understand; b) I have to trust him because of external reasons - for example, he was a Crate Entertainment developer
(yes, I won't trust even the PR department head)... or his video of the murder of Ravager in less than 3 minutes sorry guys, but so far you have not brought any of them with you. Don't be offended again, but it's a fact. Witcher: Although, as soon as someone beats me on the boss killing (with video) using some other melee Ritualist build,
and decides to comment on my setup, I'll be all ears. The Witcher: Beat the ravager in less than 3 minutes or leave the community: Made. Now listen to us. The Witcher: Beat superboss with another melee ritualist or quit community: err, what? Seriously? Maybe everyone should shut up and leave? It's not like you're not bringing trouble
here. Frankly, these problems are more like the way you close everything and do not take advice at all. Bezzak: Do you want to point out where the OP made any of these claims? Because I'm not saying he's scolding other people's builds on this position. In fact, he even had a video in support of its creation and made it very clear that its
build is not aimed at Crucible. I was hyperbolized. Creating allusions to things beyond this thread and a more general phenomenon - when people brag about shit out of their shit, don't bring it in, and then call the community toxic or elitist after they face criticism. But maybe I wasn't quite on target this time... 2:12 on a solo Could Kill is
really an achievement. Not that I especially dig that thing - building specifically to optimize kills on one particular enemy... Ok... It's none of my business. But to each his own. I apologize for being biased. By the way, The Witcher, you always refer to mysterious excuses that can supposedly kill celestials better. Who are they? Can we meet
them? ya1: BTW, The Witcher, you always refer to some mysterious vindicators who supposedly can do a better job at killing heavenly. Who are they? Can we meet them? veretragna: Honestly, these problems are more like you're closing everything and not taking advice at all. Veretranya... in fact, I've already responded to this - by
posting this piece of poetry that you'll understand, while most other users of this forum won't (I'm sorry in advance). You know, one just can't accept and follow every advice he gets - especially when counselors can't really understand their purpose (or just give up). To clarify things again: yes, creating, equipping and optimizing a symbol
just to kill one particular enemy can be... Unusual here; but yes, that's my thing, I like it and enjoy so I basically created this character for the sole purpose: unlock the achievement of the fastest Avatar Killer in the world. Adoption of any advice, such as Bloody Knight instead of your things, use a bloody pact instead of a totem and so on
will just lead me away from my main goal, which is a complete no-no, hehe. ya1: BTW I tried to do a similar thing by combining Bloody Knight with Wildblood, but couldn't crack it. It's a shoulder slot, no speed attack, a poor CD on the dice of the crop, no skill points... Then I tried Death's Reach, but the speed of the attack went to an even
deeper hell. Can someone maybe post a link to an assembly or theorycraft on how to do it right? I mean 2h vit ritualist with steroid BH and wildness to fill the holes? I posted something very close to this build in terms of the overall idea here - . It's not updated until 1.0.6.0 though (will take care of that after the patch hits). But I tried a
complete blood knight and a 3/4 blood knight, both performing at the same level to not be a bloody knight. The main issues are poor Oa/yes and a lot of things to throw. When you're thrown you don't attack, hence with 2400 yes no armor and no safe proc, you often get busted when trying to throw a swarm or bh. With a total blood knight
the top damage is massive, but the cd is not good enough. Loyalty way is a problem as well - 2 mandatory t3 consts require a different affinity, so I haven't found a good way to get them and manticore for flat rr. Yesterday after I saw this thread I tried both Mog and Ravager with 3/4 BK. Ravager is hopeless. Got Mog up to half before I
was killed, although probably I can do it if I position properly and get more stunres. With a double rare crown rings and a medal I think both are possible, but I play in the SF-trade, so ... Home frequently asked questions/Service Privacy Policy Guidelines
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